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Introduction:      

Popular Culture informs our thinking and reflects shiftss and 
changes in society. The impact crosses many domains and is 
most evident throughout creative practice and disscurse. The 
interrelationship between music, art and design  is both play-
ful and challenging, it can be personal, political humourous, 
philosophical or sociologically poised. A record and it’s cover 
asks you to take a moment to open the package, and play and 
devise a record of your own making - both side A and side B 
and everything inbetween.



 First week works:  Brain storm:



                       First Research:Equalizer – Music From 90’s Flyer 
– This flyer / poster can be used to 
promote an electronic music event 
or a one night stand club party.

 
Fantastic album from Freddie Hub-
bard entitled “Hub-Tones”. This al-
bum cover is amazing.



Deep understanding:
I got some concrete ideas, after the research, I tried to create a concept graphic for the album name and try 
to make a textured album cover.



Deep research:
I was found some screen goes black 
and glitches can use on my cover and 
get idea from 3D motion graphic. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f-
pViZkhpPHk&feature=share

https://www.pinterest.nz/
pin/204632376803176717/

In addition, I plan to improve the texture of the album cover, because the main idea of the 
song is about burberry’s brand, fabric and color rendering will complement each other. 
Major media use: Photoshop.



portfolio:
Two weeks work, all of works make (Output) from Photoshop, the way I used by shadow overlay and crop picture.





                        Lycris:



Late  period creation:

After rersearch and feedback from lectures, I made a later work. Proportion, font and images selection, processing. I made an album 
below with elments and ideas from MV, the texture of fabric to make a multi-elment album cover.  



      Final works:
On the basis of previous works, I mainly modify the color, font and picture size...



Final works (Process )


